
SDI Universal Mounting
     Kit, Part # 81-01 PI165/0312jh

Vehicle Utility
  Box (Front)

Hole in Vehicle
Utility Box, bottom

corner.

Location for Spacer
Block if required for

tank clearance.

Rear Utility Box Pivot Mount

Item No. Part No. Description Qty

1 69-284 Eye Bolt 3/8 x 5" 2
2 69-242 S-Hook 2" 4
3 69-930 Chain 1/0 Per Foot 2 Pieces 5' Each
4 11-057 Anchor Bracket 2

1. Install skid sprayer into utility vehicle box with boom side out to rear.  Boom should be installed to
assure clearance of boom center spray bar clearance before fastening skid sprayer into box.

2. Short box will show some rear over-hang on some trucks.  If over-hang is more than 20% of total
sprayer length, consult factory for alternate mounting methods.

3. Long box may require the use of a 4 x 4 spacer block or equivalent.  Spacers should fit snug and
cross the complete width of the utility box.

4. Install anchor bracket to spray tank flange on flat or angled slope.  If tank has angled slope, this
works best.  Position anchors equally on each side of the tank flange.  Use 3/8" hardware supplied.
Use flat washer on bare fiberglass (side opposite anchor bracket).

5. Hook one end of chain with S-Hooks, into ring on eyebolt (crimp S closed).  Stretch chain and hook
other end of S-Hook into hole in lower corner of utility box.  If no hole is available, drill one on
lower or bottom of side wall on box.  Install S-Hook into new hole.

6. Using box wrench, draw (tighten) eyebolt ring towards the back of the anchor bracket until slack
is gone from the chain.  This will secure the box down and into the front of the utility box.  Do not
raise dump box while sprayer is mounted.

7. If sprayer is a permanent mount, we suggest that bolts through sprayer sub-frame be attached
directly to the utility bed floor.


